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Cloud computing technology is integral to the advancement of intelligent transportation systems. Integrating cloud computing into intelligent transportation systems needs to
proceed with caution however, as cloud computing introduces new layers of security risks.
As intelligent transportation systems generally rely on captured images of private citizens,
security of these images is paramount. In this thesis, we propose an efficient system for
improving the security of a cloud-based intelligent transportation system built with road
side units, and a data collection and analysis server. A convolutional neural network is used
to classify encrypted images obtained by roadside units based on the type of vehicle on the
road in real-time, leaving personal information in these images hidden throughout the process. The proposed system never fully decrypts the collected images, thus protecting drivers’
personal information, such as location, license plate, and vehicle contents. As the system
never needs to fully decrypt the images, the system increases efficiency compared to a system which fully decrypts the images for analysis. The results show improved computational
performance in comparison with a fully decrypting system, while keeping the data secure.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Identifying the contents of images through artificial intelligence AI has become one of the
most important technological advancements in recent years. Computers have developed the
ability to classify large numbers of images for various statistical purposes and have even
developed the ability to identify objects with higher accuracy than humans [4]. Because
of this, using computers for more complex real-world tasks has become possible, with one
such application being Intelligent Transportation Systems ITS. Traditionally, large scale
transportation problems have been handled by teams of humans using technology to assist
in their planning. The difficulty in this lies in humans inability to track minute changes in
a large scale system. Although a small change may not appear to have any effect, many
small changes can have a drastic effect. Tasks like this are ideal for computers, as they
can simultaneously analyze small changes and their overall effects, and offer solutions faster
than humans. For example, many large scale manufacturing plants are moving to a modern
digital framework [5] [6] [7]. With this power, an ITS can monitor each car [8], the speed
it should be moving [9], all of the available routes [10], the visibility [11], and other factors
that might be of interest. The amount of information required to register these changes
would be staggering, where the exact amount of computational power needed would be
1

nearly impossible to calculate. Any ITS would require a processing system large enough
to handle an unpredictable amount of information which is impractical in most situations.
Fortunately, cloud networks are designed for these types of systems [12]. Cloud network
services are private companies which supply a variable amount of computational power to
multiple companies allowing for each to use only as much computational power as necessary.
One downside to utilizing a cloud computing service is having to trust the services security
protocols. ITS uses cameras to obtain information about drivers, and can capture private
information such as license plate numbers, location, and driving habits. An ITS must be
shown to securely transfer private information to a cloud network before the public will trust
it’s utility.

1.1

Motivations

With ITS relying on a large amount of sensitive information obtained from the public,
the system can be met with suspicion when introduced. Although these systems provide
services which will help realize the potential of smart cities, such as dynamic routing, variable
speed limits, road visibility assessment, and others, they cannot be created without public
approval. To gain public approval the system must be proven to be secure, ensuring that
private information collected for ITS services is not usable by those with malicious intent.
This level of security can be brought under question if private sector cloud based services
are utilized in the creation of the system, as it is difficult to ensure all private sector services
meet the security standards of the project. When companies experience a loss of sensitive
data through a security breach, the resulting loss of public trust will lead to a temporary
loss of profitability from which most companies have recover [13] [14]. Unfortunately, an
ITS must maintain public trust before it is established as it would risk losing support.
Recent scandals have raised suspicion among the populace when private sector businesses
2

have access to private data [15]. Cloud networks themselves are known to be less secure
then conventional security systems as they contain many holes within the system and can
be spread over larger areas, making it more difficult to maintain overall security [16]. Where
an ITS is concerned, the issue becomes a trade off as cloud networks offer more flexibility
in transporting, analyzing and storing data while sacrificing security. For these reasons, a
new security structure which can allow for sensitive information to be utilized by private
cloud computing companies should be considered. This thesis outlines the basic structure
of one such security system utilizing the ITS developed by the University of Guelph for the
Ministry of Transportation Ontario MTO as the basis of this design.

1.2

Problem Definition

One major obstacle in developing a large scale ITS is the cost of the computational infrastructure. To alleviate the costs, the developers of an ITS can use a cloud computing
network. Unfortunately, cloud networks contain security threats which have not been properly addressed [16]. This can be a major deterrent for public sector groups wishing to utilize
the benefits of a cloud network, as it might not outweigh the costs [15]. Ensuring cloud
computing networks meet a higher standard of security can ensure the public that their
information will remain secure, allowing for public sector projects to utilize the benefits of a
cloud network without risking the costs.

1.3

Objectives

The main objective of this thesis is to develop the outline for an ITS which can utilize cloud
network computation services to process information securely. Image identification is the
focus of this thesis as images are the most sensitive information an ITS can provide. The

3

thesis will identify the insecurities of using cloud network computation services by identifying
potential information stealing attacks and how the system will prevent them from being
effective.

1.4

Contributions

The main contribution of this system was the paper presented in the IEEE Canadian Conference on Electrical and Computer Engineering [17]. A two stage encryption method was
proposed in this research. This allows for the contents of the encrypted images to be identified while ensuring any private information in the image is not revealed. Using this system
will allow an ITS to offload image processing tasks to a cloud computing network without
risking the privacy of individuals on the road.

1.5

Overview Of Thesis

The thesis is organized as follows,
1. Chapter 1 : General overview of the thesis and contributions this thesis makes to the
field
2. Chapter 2 : Background information and related works including those in the fields
of Intelligent Transportation Systems, Cloud Computing Networks, Encryption, Block
Cipher Modes of Operation, and Convolutional Neural Networks.
3. Chapter 3 : Details the proposed system including the reasoning for aspects of the
system and the design of the Convolutional Neural Network
4. Chapter 4 : Presents the results of the efficiency and accuracy tests, explore the classification process, and outlines types of attacks the system prevents.
4

5. Chapter 5 : Conclusion and Future recommendations for an updated security system.

5

Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
2.1

Intelligent Transportation Systems

ITS are large scale networks used to analyze traffic and roadside conditions, with the goal
of leveraging this information to tackle transportation problems. Developing an ITS is an
important step to creating smart cities and improving the quality of life for the average citizen
[18]. Improving cities is also important for the private sector as it helps new businesses to
emerge and new ideas to flourish [19]. An example of this improvement is how ITS will
greatly benefit the future of autonomous driving. ITS will be able to feed live updates of
traffic conditions to an autonomous car allowing it to make educated future decisions [20].
Increasing vehicle throughput is an important traffic concern which autonomous driving is
hoping to help solve. Until all cars are autonomous, drivers need new tools to guide them
to their destination efficiently [21] [22] [23]. Another benefit to increased traffic throughput
is the reduction of overall traffic emissions produced by idling. Researchers working on the
future of ITS understand their potential for assisting in air quality management and have
been developing technologies to collect emissions data to assist in solving emission problems
[24]. Along with protecting the environment, protecting drivers is another top priority for
6

an ITS. One major cause of fatalities during a car crash is if one or more vehicles were
speeding during the incident [25]. Automatic ticketing devices already exist in Canada [26],
however they can be improved with the introduction of variable speed limiting systems [10].
Introducing variable speed limits with automatic ticketing can be an incentive to reduce speed
in conditions of reduced visibility. Several countries have already tested ITS implementations
and show an overall positive effect [27]. Our team has been developing an ITS system for
the MTO which is built using the overview in Figure 2.1 [1].

7

Figure 2.1: System process detailing an ITS for road vehicle classification [1]
.
The description of each component is detailed below:
• Master Control Center MCC : The ITS uses an MCC to receive information from
individual Scalable-Enhanced Road Side Unit SERSU modules transmitted through a
4G network. As this system is scalable, the MCC can be programmed to receive new
modules or upgrade current features, such as enhancing the 4G network to 5G. Since
the MCC obtains information from multiple SERSU units it is feasible to upgrade this
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system to a cloud network. A cloud network can flexibly handle more SERSU units
and process the information obtained by the SERSU units in parallel.
• Speed Adaptive Traffic Control System SATC : A service this network can incorporate
is a SATC. Trials have been performed several times in several countries [27] which
show this technology has a future. Each SERSU module can observe the localized
traffic and weather conditions, transmit these values to the MCC, which will then use
this information to update the speed limit signage based off the current conditions.
Transmissions can use 4G or 5G to directly communicate with speed limit signage or
vehicles, or use the SERSU as an intermediary to transmit information using the more
direct Radio Frequency RF signals.
• Pollution Adaptive Traffic Control System PATC : Another service than can be fulfilled
by the SERSU network is PATC. As traffic increases it is important to properly control
traffic flow, both for a reduction in emissions and for convenience. By sending traffic
observations to the MCC, a model of the roadway can be constructed and determine
where traffic should flow, reducing traffic pollution through increased traffic throughput. This can then be relayed to vehicles or signage which can open/close designated
lanes or provide faster alternate route options.
• Weather Information System WIS : Using several SERSU modules over a wide area,
the MCC can collect enough weather information for an effective WIS. Any weather
conditions which can affect driving conditions, road maintenance, or emergency services
can be transmitted to vehicles or signage in the affected area to allow for effective
decision making.
• Scalable Enhanced Road-Side Unit SERSU : The backbone of the ITS are the SERSU
modules, which are installed throughout the roadway such that the sensors within the
9

SERSU can obtain information on the entire roadway. These modules communicate
with the MCC through 4G networks, which can be updated to 5G. To directly communicate to vehicles, signage and other SERSU modules the SERSU uses RF or cellular
communications.

2.1.1

SERSU Design

The SERSU is an efficient and scalable device designed for assessing traffic conditions with
on-board sensors and cameras [28]. These features help to aid in traffic data collection
which can be used for applications such as localized traffic rerouting and adaptive speed
limits [10]. Because of their modular design and commonly used communication methods,
they can easily be introduced to previously established ITS. SERSUs are installed such that
the camera is angled towards the road in a location which can allow for the device to be
placed in an unobstructed and elevated location. These devices must be powered externally
as they do not contain batteries. However, as many major roadways are lined with power
lines the SERSU can tap into for electricity, making reliance on an external power source
not a concern. A block diagram of the system can be seen in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Block diagram for SERSU architecture [1].

The details for each component are:
• Control Unit: This is the pillar of the SERSU as it manages the devices functions and
it is updated when adding a new functionality.
• Wireless Cellular Modem: To establish communications between the SERSU and the
MCC a wireless cellular modem is utilized. The modem uses a Machine-to-Machine
M2M connection over a 4G network to send information. This allows for the SERSU
to be used in isolated areas.
• Data Storage Module: Data storage is handled by a Secure Digital SD card which is
11

interfaced into the system. Log data and images are stored here until they are uploaded
to the MCC.
• Road Image Module: Road images are captured by a low powered camera and stored
using an SD card. These images are used for observing traffic conditions such as
congestion, hazardous road conditions and poor visibility. Initial local processing can
be performed by the control unit before data is uploaded to the MCC. Examples of
pre-processing are, an algorithm for vehicle segmentation in images and encryption.
• Weather Monitoring Sensors Module: This module is a collection of sensors measuring
temperature, atmospheric pressure and humidity. This information is collected by
the control unit which is then saved in the SD card as a data log, where it can be
pre-processed before uploading to the MCC.
• Pollution Monitoring Sensors Module: : Currently, the SERSU uses a mini-NDIR
CO2 sensor as a pollution detector which saves its information in the same logs as
the Weather Module. However, this can be expanded to include more sensors in the
future. As with the Weather Module, the CO2 data can be pre-processed before the
log is uploaded to the MCC.
• RF Module: Using an RF communication device, the SERSU can transmit data directly
to passing vehicles and other local equipment such as construction devices and signage.
By allowing for real time communication, information can be made available as soon
as possible for all devices connected to the ITS.

2.1.2

Security of ITS Devices

As many ITS contain a network of remote devices, the vulnerability of communicating with
these devices must be addressed [29]. Remote devices, like the SERSU, can be made more
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secure from function ending attacks through physical robustness and efficient service monitoring. However, it is harder to handle information stealing attacks [30]. Attackers can easily
use a receiver to obtain the signal from a remote node, and can possibly use a Man in the
Middle MitM attack to obtain information which would have been secured through peer to
peer secure communications [31]. For the purposes of this thesis, an MitM attack includes all
means of intercepting messages, where the classical definition only covers wireless attacks.
As MitM attacks are harder to detect, it allows for attackers to spend more time to complete
this action. Because of this, it is important for the information being sent to be previously
encrypted such that the MitM attacker cannot decipher the information even after transit.
Another common form of information stealing attack involves the human component of
the system and is called a social engineering attack [32]. These types of attacks involve
the attacker gaining access to information through social interactions with people who have
access to the information themselves. Social engineering attacks can be performed through
emails and even physically if high priority personnel ignore security measures and allow
outsiders into the work space. The risk for these types of attacks increases if the information
which would be attacked can be found in multiple locations. Because of this, it is beneficial
to limit access to important information to as few individuals as possible.

2.2

Cloud Computing Networks and Security

Cloud Computing Networks are a collection of devices sharing computational resources to
complete the goals of the network [33]. Each device is sent a portion of the overall calculation
needed to complete the desired task allowing for multiple devices to complete calculations
in parallel, finishing the desired task more efficiently. Cloud networks can be created using
wired or wireless connections. Using wired connections allows a cloud network to transmit
data faster than using wireless connections due to the latency associated with wireless com13

munications. An advantage to using wireless connections is that a cloud network becomes
less expensive when there is no need to create infrastructure for all of the connections required on a wired system. Another advantage is that a wireless system has less difficulty
expanding the infrastructure to include new computers if required.
Cloud networks as a service provide two benefits, flexible computing power and flexible information storage. Companies selling computing power allow their clients to use the
companies network to perform large scale calculations within a time frame. This allows
companies to complete complex computing tasks without needing to invest in computing
infrastructure [12]. Aside from the cost benefit, cloud computing also allows for company
scalability [34]. This allows for small businesses or projects to expand their services and
meet modern standards without requiring a massive infrastructure. Researchers are also
exploring cloud computing as it is a powerful platform which can provide computing power
when solving modern problems [35] [36] [37].
While cloud computing networks have many advantages, a major disadvantage when
using these networks is their security flaws [16]. Because of the divided nature of cloud
computing networks, it is easier for attackers to find a weakness in the system and exploit
them to obtain information [38]. When a cloud computing network operates using wireless
communications, it can come under the same MitM attacks that an ITS is subject to. Wired
cloud computing networks exist over large areas, where if the security on site is lacking
the cloud network can come under social engineering attacks. Encryption of information in
transit between computers on the cloud network can help some security issues, however it
increases the time needed to transfer information reducing the overall benefit of using the
cloud network. Using a cloud computing service to handle sensitive data involves placing
trust in the cloud computing service providers security protocols. This makes using a cloud
computing service a difficult choice between knowing sensitive data is secure versus reducing
overall costs.
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2.3

Encryption

As the data being secured for the SERSU device involves images, appropriate encryption
algorithms must be used to protect the privacy of the pubic who are supplying these images.
For example, Figure 2.3 displays a car encrypted with the Rijndael encryption algorithm,
using the Electronic Code Book ECB mode of operation without a key extension function,
which is outlined in Sub Section 2.4.1. The outline of the original car is visible in the
encrypted image, which should not be the case when encrypting an image.

(a) Original car image

(b) Car image encrypted with pure AES

Figure 2.3: Original car image and car image encrypted with pure AES
This is why when selecting an image encryption algorithm it must be able to specifically
handle images, not just data. As well, when considering encryption on a small device complexity and efficiency are to be taken into account. Encryption algorithms are made up of
functions used to confuse and diffuse. To confuse is to ensure that each bit of the input relies
on more than one bit of the key. Confusion is generally performed with replacements and
swapping of bits of the input. Diffusion is the idea that, for a cipher to be effective a single
bit change in the input should change at least 50% of the output and vice versa. This is
usually performed by using mathematical functions which rely on several parts of the input.
Ensuring these functions are efficient will reduce the cost of the overall system. Finally, as
these encryption algorithms will be used with the public, proof of their security must be
established before mass implementation.
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The obvious choices which meet these requirements are the algorithms which took the top
three places in the Advanced Encryption Standard AES competition: Rijndael, Serpent and
Twofish [39]. These algorithms have been tested over the years to prove their capabilities
and are still viable encryption algorithms to this day.
Although encryption algorithms have been in use for a long time, researchers are constantly developing new encryption algorithms to meet modern needs. The ChaosNet algorithm was designed for usage on the SERSU units and takes into consideration the previously
mentioned requirements of encryption on the ITS [40].

2.3.1

Rijndael

The most utilized encryption algorithm in North America is the Rijndael algorithm, which
won the right to be called the AES after winning the AES competition held by the federal
United States government in 2002 [39]. AES obtains a 128 bit segment of the overall input
from the information which needs to be encrypted. The segment is then encrypted with
a key of sizes 128, 192 or 256 bits. Generally, the number of rounds used for encryption
are ten, twelve, or fourteen depending on the key size. Any number of rounds above ten is
considered secure where any less rounds are not recommended. The main operations used
by the AES algorithm are:
• KeyExpansion: By using the initial key input from the user, AES uses Rijndael’s key
schedule to generate keys for every round of the algorithm. This process involves
rotating a word in a similar manner to the ShiftRows function, using the SubBytes
function, and XORing the result with a lookup table called rcon and the previous word
of information. This function is used once before encryption begins.
• AddRoundKey: The expanded secret key is XORed with the current round using this
function.
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• SubBytes: This function substitutes each byte with a byte from the S-Box. The coordinates are dictated by the value of the byte being replaced.
• ShiftRows: Each row of the input structure is shifted a number of spaces dictated by
the row number. Starting with the initial row shifting zero spaces and increasing by
one for each row.
• MixColumns: This operation uses the Galois field GF method of binary multiplication,
using a fixed matrix of values and each column of the input. The modulo irreducible
polynomial used is x8 + x4 + x3 + x + 1.
A longer key and more rounds of encryption make for a more secure result at the cost of
time. Because of this, researchers strive to provide a stronger security algorithm which uses
a shorter key and less rounds to reduce the time cost. One method found building on the
security of the AES algorithm was outlined in [41]. The researchers in this paper replace the
lookup table (S-Box) used in the SubBytes operation with a new S-Box constructed using
the henon chaotic map. Using the henon chaotic map, the aforementioned paper reduces the
linearity of the original AES algorithm, allowing for greater confusion of information. This
in turn allows for the usage of a smaller key size without a large cost in the overall security
of the algorithm.

2.3.2

Serpent

Second place in the AES competition was given to the Serpent algorithm, which lost due to
performance comparisons even though the algorithm was seen as being more secure than the
current AES [39]. Serpent also operates with a 128 bit key input and the same 128, 192 and
256 key lengths as AES. What makes Serpent more secure is the recommended thirty-two
rounds of encryption needed to retain complete security. Attacks have been tested on the
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Serpent algorithms, with one of the most successful attacks being performed by one of the
creators of Serpent in [42]. The creator managed to break the algorithm when using only
eleven rounds of encryption. As this is not even half of the recommended rounds, Serpent is
considered secure to this day. The main operations used by the Serpent algorithm are:
• KeyExpansion: As with the AES algorithm, the initial key input from the user is
expanded so that a unique key can be used for every round. Similarly to AES, Serpent
uses rotation, substitution and XORing information, however it is performed in a
different order using different values. Serpent begins by dividing the initial key into
eight separate keys. These values are XORed with four past keys, the current iteration,
and a constant value. Finally, the new key is rotated, substituted with a lookup table,
and added to the list of past keys. This is done recursively until all expanded keys are
created.
• Permutation: This is a substitution function which is performed during the beginning
and end of encryption using two different lookup tables. The initial permutation is
performed using the same lookup table as the KeyExpansion function.
• KeyMixing: Beginning the round, the KeyMixing function simply XORs the input
with the current key generated with the KeyExpansion function.
• SubBytes: This function uses an S-box lookup table to substitute vales. The S-Box
used for Serpent was developed independently from the current AES S-box, giving it
different values.
• LinearTran: The most complex component of the Serpent algorithm is the LinearTran
function. The algorithms uses a series of rotations and XOR functions to transform
the input using only components of the input itself.
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2.3.3

Twofish

Ranking third after the current AES and Serpent is the Twofish algorithm which suffered
the similar performance evaluations as the Serpent algorithm but retained similar levels of
security [39]. Standard to the first two placing algorithms, Twofish uses a 128 bit input
and a choice of 128, 192, or 256 bit key. Security is then ensured using sixteen rounds
of encryption. Having less rounds reduces the speed of encryption compared to Serpent,
however the complexity of each round of encryption is increased resulting in the reduced
number of rounds having a larger time cost. As with Serpent, tests have been performed
using successful attacks on Twofish when implemented with a reduced number of rounds,
the closest breaking six rounds of Twofish as can been seen in [43]. As this is less than half
of the number of recommended rounds, Twofish is still considered secure. The functionality
of each operation in Twofish is as follows:
• KeyExpansion: Out of all algorithms presented in this thesis, Twofish utilizes the
most complex KeyExpansion algorithm. This function utilizes the S-Boxes, MDS and
PHT function within the main algorithm to produce forty keys for the sixteen round
algorithm. Each key is 32-bits long as the 128-bit output is divided into four 32-bit
segments as well. The first eight keys are used in the whitening functions, while the
remaining are used throughout each round of encryption. Because of this complexity,
Twofish cannot have a bad input key.
• Whitening: The whitening function XORs the input with a value generated from the
key schedule and is performed only at the beginning and end of encryption. Unlike the
Serpent Permutation functions, the keys generated from the KeyExpansion functions
are not used anywhere else during the encryption process. After input whitening, the
output is divided into its four 32-bit segments, where only two of these segments are
used in the following function in parallel.
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• S-Boxes: Unlike the current AES and Serpent algorithms, the S-Boxes function is a series of XORing, rotations and substitutions. There are four separate S-Boxes functions,
where each performs in parallel over a divided input using a different combination of
substitutions and transformations.
• MDS matrix : Using a GF with the modulo irreducible polynomial of x8 +x6 +x5 +x3 +1,
a binary multiplication is performed using the input, and a lookup table called the MDS
matrix.
• PHT : Also known as the Pseudo-Hadamard transform, this function uses the following
equations to perform a simple reversible transform on the input,

a0 = a + bmod232 ,

b0 = a + 2 ∗ bmod232 .
Following these equations each output a’ and b’ is added again using mod232 with
the current expanded key. Before the algorithm repeats again, the output is XORed
with the remaining two input segments along with some rotation operations. The
two output segments are used as the new input segments, where the previous input
segments are used in the final XOR operation after the next round.

2.3.4

ChaosNet

Although traditional encryption algorithms have served as reliable sources for many applications, new research is constantly being performed to improve encryption using new tools.
Two of these tools which have seen popularity in the field as of late are chaotic maps and
neural networks. As briefly mentioned in Subsection 2.3.1, chaotic maps can be utilized to
increase the security of encryption algorithms for images. This is due to their sensitivity to
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initial conditions and pseudo random like behavior [44]. For encryption purposes, as chaotic
maps have been referenced as being slow [45], chaotic maps are better utilized when they can
be pre-processed rather than calculated every round in an algorithm. Another type of tool
which requires pre-processing are neural networks. Neural networks require time to train
themselves before being utilized for their intended function. In [40] the authors propose a
more efficient image encryption algorithm named ChaosNet. This encryption algorithm was
developed using both neural networks and chaotic maps to utilize the advantages provided
by both tools. The following functions are utilized in this algorithm:
• KeyExpansion: : Unlike the previous three algorithms, ChoasNet utilizes chaotic maps
and a neural network to produce a non-traditional expanded key. Rather than generating multiple keys which can be used throughout the encryption algorithm, the secret
key is utilized with the ChaosMulti and FeedNetwork algorithm to generate a sensitive feed forward neural network which can then be used throughout the encryption
process.
• ChaosMulti : Using the user provided key and a Lorenz map chaotic function, a matrix
is generated using GF multiplication with the modulo irreducible polynomial of x7 +
x4 + x3 + x2 + 1 which is then utilized by the FeedNetwork function.
• FeedNetwork : This function generates a feed-forward neural network by cascading the
matrix created by the ChaosMulti function to establish the weights of the feed-forward
neural network for a variable number of layers. This network is then utilized with
the UnrollStack function to actually perform the encryption, where the feed-forward
network uses the image as an input to generate an encrypted output.
• UnrollStack : Before the image is used in the feed-forward neural network, it is permuted using the UnrollStack function. This function slices the image into multiple
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arrays and forms them together again in a new order. Multiple iterations of this function can be performed.

2.4

Block Cipher Modes of Operation

AES, Serpent and Twofish only accept 128 bits as input. This does not cover the variable size
of input for any encryption application, which is why modes of operation exist. These modes
of operation chain multiple instances of encryption algorithms together so that an input with
a variable bit size can still be encrypted with the selected algorithm. By utilizing the inputs,
outputs, and secret keys used in a single implementation of the block cipher, a chaining mode
of operation can increase the security of the fully encrypted input image. Without using the
correct block chaining methods for image encryption, information can still be deciphered as is
the case in Figure 2.3. As well, each mode of operation is structured differently affecting the
overall system. Because of these reasons, it is important to select the best mode of operation
for the system being used. Like encryption algorithms, there are previously established modes
of operation and new ones are still being created by researchers. Examples are Electronic
Code Book ECB, Cipher Block Chaining CBC, and Output Feedback OFB, all of which
being modes of operation recognized by the National Institute of Standards and Technology
NIST in [2], and Enhanced Cipher Block Chaining ECBC which is a newly developed mode
of operation focusing on image security [3].

2.4.1

Electronic Code Book (ECB)

The simplest and least secure of the modes of operation is the ECB [2]. This mode of
operation involves dividing the input into equal sections, padding the final section if it does
not have enough bits, and using each section as the input for separate block chain ciphers.
This can be incredibly fast as each block chain cipher can run in parallel, however, if the
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same key is used for each block cipher the information in the image will remain, as can
be seen in Figure 2.3. Because of this, a key extension algorithm must be used which uses
pseudo-random methods to generate separate keys for each block cipher section, removing the
remaining information. This key extension algorithm can be a replica of the key expansion
algorithms performed by the encryption algorithm in use, permitting that the key expansion
algorithm can create a variable output. ECB is still not recommended as it does not provide
the security of any other method. A block diagram of this mode of operation can be seen in
Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Block diagram of ECB encryption and decryption [2].

2.4.2

Cipher Block Chaining (CBC)

One of the most common modes of operation is CBC [2]. This mode uses the output of the
previously completed block cipher and XORs the result with the input of the next block
cipher, where the first block cipher is XORed with an Initialization Vector IV. An IV being
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a pseudo-randomly generated initial value. This continues until each section of the input
has been encrypted, where the results of each step are used as the completed encryption.
Although this requires the previous block cipher to be completed before the next one can
start, it also forces an attacker to do the same. Because of this, if an attacker is attempting
a brute force approach to finding the correct key they must decrypt the majority of the
image. Additionally, this allows for a degree of information entropy that is not seen in ECB,
preventing attackers from finding relevant information in the encrypted image. Figure 2.5 is
the block diagram of this approach.

Figure 2.5: Block diagram of CBC encryption and decryption [2].
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2.4.3

Output Feedback (OFB)

OFB is a different style of operation compared to the previous methods as it only requires
the input image after the block cipher is completed [2]. An IV is used as the input for the
first block cipher along with the key, where the output is used as the input for the next block
cipher. As with ECB, without using key extension to generate a new key for each block
cipher, the original images information can be seen. When all of the outputs are generated,
creating the same amount of bits or more then the input image, the input image is XORed
with the OFB output to create the cipher image. This allows for faster encryption as the
OFB output bits can be generated before the image arrives. However, if either the IV or key
can be obtained the security of the system is lost. A block diagram of this mode of operation
is shown in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: Block diagram of OFB encryption and decryption [2].

2.4.4

Enhanced Cipher Block Chaining (ECBC)

ECBC is a modification of the original CBC which uses the two dimensional nature of images
to improve information entropy [3]. This mode of operation focuses on image security by
increasing information entropy in images. This algorithm creates an IV based off the Lorenz
system chaotic map and not only XORs the output of the previous block cipher, but also
the block cipher output above it. By utilizing the chaotic nature of the Lorenz system and
propagating it throughout the image, ECBC allows for an increase in information diffusion
and therefore security. The drawback is that this mode takes longer to complete than the
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previous CBC method. A block diagram of this mode of operation can be seen in Figure
2.7.

Figure 2.7: Block diagram of ECBC encryption and decryption [3].

2.5

Convolutional Neural Networks CNN

CNNs are powerful algorithm models which excel at pattern-matching data represented
with multi-dimensional matrices, such as images [46]. A CNN is trained on thousands of
images which are organized into categories, so that the CNN can learn the prevalent patterns
presented by the images in each category. By doing this, the CNN will be able to analyze a
new images pattern and reliably categorize it.
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2.5.1

Layers

The robustness of CNNs comes from the many different layers of mathematical operations
used to construct the CNN model. These layers are designed to use multiple iterations
of training on a dataset to optimize the system into correctly classifying an input. The
general structure and the mathematical operation of the layers are outlined in [46]. Recent
improvements to the CNN structure include a new layer called dropout [47]. The dropout
layer is important as it gives the CNN the ability to avoid overfitting. Overfitting within a
CNN will result in poor performance when unique inputs are applied. CNN architectures are
constantly changing and improving, as new layers are researched and are introduced in order
to improve the performance. For example, [48] outlines new layers which have been recently
developed, as well as modifications to previously established layers. These new innovations
can be used to optimize CNNs for different datasets.

Convolutional layer
The convolution layer is the core of the CNN and generally comprises the majority of layers. This layer takes a multi-dimensional matrix I and uses the mathematical convolution
function with a two-dimensional kernal K over their length i, width j and depth k. This
convolution operation can be performed with a stride greater than one if desired. Once the
output O is calculated, the edges of the matrix can be evenly padded with a specific value,
usually zero, if it is required. The full operation can be seen below in Equation 2.1.

Oi,j,k =

m X
n
X

Ii−a,j−b,k Ka,b .

(2.1)

a=0 b=0

The final width, height, and depth of the output can be calculated using Equations 2.2,
2.3, and 2.4.
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W2 = (W1 − F + 2 ∗ P )/S + 1,

(2.2)

L2 = (L1 − F + 2 ∗ P )/S + 1,

(2.3)

D2 = K.

(2.4)

In these equations: K is the number of filters, F is the corresponding size of the kernal, P
is any padding performed on the output, S is the stride used for the convolution operation,
W is width, L is length, and D is depth.

Activation Layer
Activation layers use activation functions to filter information moving through the CNN.
There are several activation functions, one of the most common being the Rectified Linear
units (ReLu). Using ReLu removes all negative values inputted into the layer, which can be
incorporated into the Equation 2.1 as seen in Equation 2.5, which retains all of the variables
of Equation 2.1.

Oi,j,k =



P Pn

 m
a=0
b=0 Ii−a,j−b,k Ka,b , if ≥ 0


0,

(2.5)

otherwise.

Using a ReLu can help reduce the size of a CNN. If the randomly generated weights
of a CNN are normally distributed and incorporate negative values, these values will be
immediately reduced to zero. This neuron can then be removed from the system, as it will
no longer contribute to the overall calculation, reducing the number of neurons by 50%.
Some activation layers can also incorporate all inputs when determining the output, such
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as the softmax function. The softmax function returns outputs between 0 and 1 for each
input I. These outputs O will sum up to 1 to create a probability distribution for each
input I. i represents the the current input I and m represents the total number of inputs.
Equation 2.6 represents the mathematics for the softmax function.
eIi
Oi = Pm

a=0

eIa

.

(2.6)

Softmax is often used as the final layer of a CNN, as it will output a percentile distribution
which can then be interpreted as the CNN’s guess as to which classification is correct.

Pooling Layer
The pooling layer is utilized to reduce the spatial size of the input matrix. This can be done
using several methods, however the max pooling method is one of the most popular. Max
pooling involves selecting the largest value as output O in a section of the input I where the
values to be selected from are in an area with width i...i + a, length j...j + b, and depth k.
i and j are the current vertical and horizontal location of a matrix, where a and b are the
width and length of the area being utilized. This operation can have a stride value greater
than one. As the operation is used to reduce the size of the input, no padding is performed.
This operation is given in Equation 2.7.

Oi,j,k = max(Ii...i+a,j...j+b,k ).

(2.7)

Dropout Layer
The dropout layer is similar to the activation function of the convolution layer, however, it
only operates during training. This layer will reduce some of input I’s values to zero by
randomly selecting a value X between 1 and 100, and comparing it to a threshold T selected
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during the creation of the CNN producing output O. This threshold value is usually 50,
representing a 50% dropout rate. This operation is displayed in Equation 2.8:

Oi,j,k =




I

if X ≥ T



0,

otherwise.

i,j,k ,

(2.8)

Flatten Layer
Flattening involves forming the multi-dimensional layers of the CNN into a one-dimensional
layer. This is done by simply arranging all points of the layer to be flattened into a single
dimension. Once the layer has been flattened, the CNN proceeds as a standard neural
network.

Condensing Layer
Layers which reduce the amount of nodes after the first flattening layer are called condensing
layers. Like the pooling layer, these layers are generally used to reduce the number of
nodes. The final condensing layer will reduce the number of nodes to be the same as the
number of categories. After the condensing layers reduce the number of nodes to the number
of categories, the softmax activation layer seen in Equation 2.6 is used to complete the
estimation of the CNN.

2.6

Classification of Encrypted Data

Classifying encrypted data sounds counter productive, but depending on the context can
offer unique solutions to the security of big data applications. CNNs are used to classify
widely varied objects into specific categories, disregarding the context of the image itself.
Because of this, if the context of an image contains sensitive information it can be obfuscated
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provided the CNN can still classify the image content. Permitting the obfuscated images
retain some kind of pattern which can be differentiated from other obfuscated images, they
can be classified by CNNs.
The goal of encryption is to remove patterns within images to cause information entropy.
However, encryption can only work with pseudo random calculations. If an encryption algorithm were to use truly random calculations, the encryption would be irreversible and the
information would be lost. Because of this, when an image is encrypted the results will never
be truly random and therefore could contain patterns usable by a classification algorithm.
If the patterns created by the encryption can be differentiated into multiple groups, classification of encrypted information can occur. This concept has been successfully tested in
[49], where the authors classified a dataset encrypted with AES and the Data Encryption
Standard DES. However, the researchers have not tested encryption algorithms with modes
of operation which are used in modern security practices. As well, the researchers did not
explore the underlying reasons which allow classification algorithms to classify encrypted
information.

2.7

Summary

In this chapter, the components of the proposed ITS were outlined and research papers
detailing the issues with current systems were summarized. Cloud computing would be a
powerful addition to an ITS, however security issues continue to be a prevalent problem.
Without encryption, information can easily be stolen from a cloud network using MiM
attacks. Even when the information is encrypted, social engineering attacks can obtain
the information once it is decrypted. Encryption itself is a time intensive procedure slowing
down the overall system. Using a CNN for encrypted image classification could become a
potential solution to both the security and speed problems. Unfortunately, this procedure
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has not seen enough research to provide security solutions for Cloud Based ITS in regard to
the types of encryption algorithms and modes of operation explored.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
The ITS framework presented in this chapter was created with the goal of maintaining the
security of an ITS utilizing a cloud network back end. This system can utilize previously
established encryption algorithms, allowing for an easy transition for organizations seeking
to adopt this system. CNNs are popular classification tools and have a large amount of
software support to help organizations develop their own applications. Large data sets,
which are utilized in training CNNs, are curated for images which cover all aspects of each
classification category. The number of categories must be significantly smaller than the
variety of images in each category. Because of this, transmitting only the final result of
classification from a remote device is less secure than transmitting the encrypted image to
be classified.

3.1

Overview of System

Figure 3.1 below presents the overall block diagram of the proposed ITS vehicle classification
system.
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Figure 3.1: System overview of proposed ITS identification system.

Details for each component are numbered as follows:
1. Capture Image: The process begins when the SERSU takes a picture of the road.
Data is captured by the camera roughly every minute, giving the SERSU a minute to
complete the following tasks before data transmission.
2. Vehicle Segmentation: Before images are transported from the Control Unit to Data
Storage, a segmentation program separates each image through edge detection to isolate individual vehicles.
3. Encrypt: Once segmentation is completed, the Control Unit will encrypt each segmented image with the desired algorithm using the selected mode of operation. The
first stage of encryption uses the same universal key for x1 rounds, where x is the recommended number of rounds for the algorithm in use. Each encrypted image is then
encrypted again using the same algorithm and a new unique key for a single round.
Once this process is complete, each image will be saved in Data Storage and await
transmission.
4. Transmit: Images are transmitted with their respective unique keys, using modern
key exchange protocols, once all segmented images have been saved into storage. The
Control Unit signals the Wireless Cellular Modem to begin transmissions over the
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4G network and once transmissions can begin, both the encrypted images and their
respective unique keys are transmitted. The universal key will never be transmitted
this way.
5. Store: After the images are transmitted from a SERSU to the MCC, the collection of
images can be stored for two purposes, identification or training for identification. Once
the ITS is fully established, selected images will be processed through identification and
after fulfilling their purpose will be saved in a secure server to be processed for training.
All other images will either be directly transported to the facility which will handle
identification, or if this process can be handled by a CNN cloud network controlled by
the MCC it will be stored locally before beginning processing. The unique key for each
image can be stored by the MCC if the unique keys are used to encrypt the results of
image identification.
6. ITS Server Operations:
(a) Decrypt: After all of the images which have been selected for training have been
gathered, all images are decrypted using their respective unique keys and stored
in storage modules. These modules are then transported to a server disconnected
from the internet where the security team will perform decryption on all of the
images using the universal key. Each image will then be classified by the security
team, or a CNN trained on non-encrypted images, before being re-encrypted with
the universal key.
(b) Process: All of the training images will need to be encrypted using a universal
key selected by the security team. Therefore, any image which has been stored
as a training image will need to be encrypted with the new universal key.
(c) Train: The training images will then train the next generation of CNN for future
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images, where the images used in training can be saved for the next training
session or deleted. After training is completed, the new CNN must be used to
update the CNN cloud network, and if a new universal key was used for training
each SERSU must be updated with it securely before the next generation CNN
can be used.
7. Cloud Network operations:
(a) Decrypt: Once the encrypted images and their respective unique keys reach the
CNN cloud network, they will use the unique key to perform one stage of decryption before beginning identification. This stage of decryption must only occur
once the encrypted image and unique key reach the server performing identification itself. This will prevent decryption and identification from being performed
in parallel on two separate servers in the cloud network, and it will ensure the
security of each image.
(b) Identify: After decryption, the images will be identified by the CNN. Unless the
image has been flagged as being needed for training purposes, it can be deleted
leaving only the result and unique key. Results of this identification can be encrypted using the same unique key used for each image to prevent the need for a
key generator. This allows the MCC to be the only system able to decrypt these
results. Once the results are encrypted, the unique key will also be deleted unless
it is re-used to encrypt the results.
(c) Result: The final results are then sent to the MCC to be decrypted with the
corresponding unique key, which will then be used for statistical purposes.
The foundation of this system relies upon using a CNN to classify the contents of a
decrypted image. Classical theories of encryption would attempt to disprove the practice of
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classifying encrypted images as their purpose is to remove all patterns of the original image
preventing any attempts to determine the contents of the image. However, encryption must
be reversible, meaning that the encrypted image will never be purely random as there would
be no way to reverse this process. Due to this, patterns will exist in the encrypted image
even if they do not reveal what the original image contains. This concept can be explained
with mathematical logic.
Assume two sets, C{c1 , ...., cn } and T {t1 , ...., tn } where each element of set C is a matrix
containing the RGB values representing different cars and each element of set T is a matrix
containing the RGB values representing different trucks. For a CNN to correctly classify
new elements as either belonging to set C or T the following statements must hold true.
1. The majority of elements in set C must be isomorphic with the majority of other
elements in set C.
2. The majority of elements in set T must be isomorphic with the majority of other
elements in set T .
3. The majority of elements in set C must not be isomorphic with the majority of other
elements in set T .
Assume a third set E{e(k1 i), ...., e(kn i)} where each element of set E is a function for an
encryption algorithm, e represents the encryption algorithm, kn represents the key and any
other initial values needed in the encryption algorithm, and i represents the input which shall
be encrypted. The output of the function e(kn , i) = xn , where xn represents the encrypted
value i. For an encryption algorithm to be considered effective, the following statements
must hold true.
1. i must not be isomorphic to xn .
2. The function e() must be reversible such that e−1 (kn , xn ) = i.
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3. The function e() must be computationally intensive such that if all values of kn are
used in function e() a modern computer will not compute every value in a reasonable
amount of time.
To prove the viability of encrypted image classification, the statements for CNN classification and effective encryption must hold true. Using the elements of set C as input i for the
encryption function e(kn , i) will result in the encrypted outputs xn . To stay true to the original problem of proving the viability of encrypted image classification, the output xn must
be proportional to the input i, which in this case is the elements of set C. This is because
the goal is to classify each encrypted image xn as being isomorphic with the other encrypted
outputs generated by set C. However, if kn initial values are used in the encryption function
e() then the output xn will not just be proportional with input i. This will result in the
CNN needing the elements kn and cn to be isomorphic with themselves and each other while
not being isomorphic with the elements of set T and the initial values kn used to encrypt the
elements of set T . Therefore, because the goal is to classify the encrypted images themselves
and not the initial values used to encrypt each image, a single k must be used. This line of
logic can also be taken when reasoning why the same encryption algorithm must be used for
all images.
Using a single encryption algorithm e() allows the inputs from the elements of sets C and
T to be proportional to the encrypted outputs xn . Because xn is not isomorphic with input
i it can be reasoned that the patterns which make the elements of set C isomorphic will no
longer be the same. From this, the problem becomes which encryption algorithm e() can
allow the encrypted outputs xn to best follow the statements for a successful CNN based in
the inputs from sets C and T .
One flaw to this problem is the fact that the third statement for a successful encryption
algorithm is no longer holding true when only one k value is used. Because of this kn values
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must be used to preserve of security of using encryption while ensuring the CNN can function.
A two stage encryption practice which uses k as the initial value for encryption and a second
stage which uses kn values for encryption is one solution for this.

3.2

Two Stage Encryption

Two stage encryption begins with the use of a universal key to encrypt the image for a number
of rounds, and then introduces a second unique key for the remaining rounds. Although the
key expansion function of each encryption algorithm outlined in section 2.3 ensures a new
key is used for each stage of encryption, these keys are all generated from the first key.
Because of this, if the same first key is used all expanded keys will be the same. Fortunately,
every key expansion function can substitute a new key at any stage of expansion.
This method works with any encryption algorithm using any mode of operation. The time
lost from stopping and starting the key expansion process is made up by the fact that the
system only needs to decrypt the second stage of encryption to obtain relevant information.

3.3

Partial Decryption

Only decrypting the second stage of encryption allows for a significant increase in speed
for the overall system. Furthermore, because the system only needs to decrypt one stage
only the unique key of the system needs to be transmitted using trusted modern day key
exchange protocols. Therefore, even if an attacker determines the unique key or the universal
key, unless they can determine the alternate key the information will still be secure.
In this system, the cost comparison will then become speed versus classification accuracy
as the recommended number of rounds of encryption will be performed using each algorithm
to ensure security. Theoretically, only partially encrypting with the universal key will provide
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the greatest accuracy for the CNN. The cost for this will then become the need to decrypt
a larger number of rounds using the unique key.

3.4

Image Classification

The convolutional neural network used in this system is built with the following layers:
1. Convolution: kernal height = 4, kernal width = 4, stride = 1, layers = 20.
2. Activation: ReLu.
3. Convolution: kernal height = 4, kernal width = 4, stride = 1, layers = 20.
4. Activation: ReLu.
5. Max Pooling: kernal width = 3, kernal height = 2.
6. Dropout: Dropout chance = 50%.
7. Convolution: kernal height = 4, kernal width = 4, stride = 1, layers = 20.
8. Activation: ReLu.
9. Convolution: kernal height = 4, kernal width = 4, stride = 1, layers = 20.
10. Activation: ReLu.
11. Max Pooling: kernal width = 2, kernal height = 2.
12. Dropout: Dropout chance = 50%.
13. Fully Connect: Number of nodes = 100.
14. Dropout: Dropout chance = 50%.
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15. Fully Connect: Number of nodes = 5.
16. Activation: Softmax.
For the purposes of this project, the final layer of convolution utilizes the following
categories: car, truck, van, semi-truck, and nothing.
The loss function used is Categorical Crossentropy, and the optimizer used is the ADADELTA
function. This algorithm is trained using a batch size of one hundred images over thirty-five
epochs. Twenty percent of the images are randomly selected evenly across each category and
are used for validation, which is performed after each epoch. Validation involves using images not used in training to determine if the algorithm is successful at classifying new images
which have not been seen by the CNN before. Each epoch involves training on images from
the training set, and then using images from the validation set to outline the progress of the
system. These validation tests can also be used as checkpoints for the training process, so
if an epoch of training reduces the accuracy of the system it can revert back to the higher
accuracy system.
Multiple variations of the CNN presented above have been tested, however the final
iteration presented in this thesis was found to offer the highest accuracy for the system. The
process of designing the CNN involved changing variables in each layer as well as adding
and removing different layers. It should be noted that minor changes to the CNN, such as
changing the dropout rate by 5%, did not generally alter the final accuracy of the system.
During the CNN creation period of this project, the standard CNN layers outlined in 2.5
were used.
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3.5

Summary

In this chapter, the current model for a secure Cloud based ITS vehicle classification system
was outlined. By utilizing a two stage encryption scheme the information transmitted can be
made secure while allowing for encrypted image classification. Once one stage is decrypted,
classification can be performed on the image using the CNN. Adapting this system will allow
an ITS to utilize images of citizens for statistical purposes without revealing any sensitive
information.
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Chapter 4
Results And Discussion
This chapter presents the results of encrypted image classification of the SERSU data with
the goal of identifying the types of road vehicles found in the image. All of the images were
encrypted using the algorithms outlined in section 2.3, where each algorithm utilizes the
modes of operations outlined in section 2.4 where necessary.
Testing is performed to ensure a high classification accuracy and fast performance of the
overall system. Accuracy of the CNN is then justified through analysis of the CNN classification process through visualizing the results of each layer and outlining the aspects which
allow for the CNN to perform with the accuracy presented. Overall system performance is
justified by selecting the fastest encryption algorithm using the fastest mode of operation
without sacrificing classification accuracy or security.
Security of the system is discussed by outlining the various attacks on the system which
can be performed, the objectives of each attack, and how the system prevents these attackers
from reaching their objectives.
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4.1

Testing Environment and Setup

A single computer was utilized to facilitate all of the tests performed in this thesis. The
model of this computer is an ASUS ROG GL752VW laptop with an Intel core i7-6700hq
and NVIDIA GeForce GTX graphics card. All of the software was developed using the
Python language within the Atom Integrated Development Environment IDE. All images
were obtained by the active SERSU and independently classified, encrypted, decrypted, and
used for CNN training using the computer noted previously.
All images obtained from the SERSU were manually categorized into five categories with
the following number of images in each: 1946 cars, 497 pickup trucks, 632 semi-trucks, 2019
vans, and 1040 nothing. Each image was resized using the OpenCV resize function to the
dimensions 100 by 200 pixels. Validation was performed using a random selection of 1227
out of the 6134 total images. The validation images were selected using 20% random images
of each category.

4.1.1

Performance

Using the testing environment outlined in 4.1, each encryption algorithm was performed on
the same image for a single round. Table 4.1 reveals that the AES algorithm has the fastest
per round speed, followed by Twofish, Serpent, and ChaosNet. AES has less rounds than
Twofish and Serpent, and has less complexity in its layers compared to ChaosNet which
allows AES to complete its decryption faster.
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Algorithm

Rounds Time per round

AES

9

0.25 s

Twofish

15

0.63 s

Serpent

31

0.32 s

ChaosNet

3

3.3 s

Table 4.1: Results of Speed analysis.

Note that these are not the final speeds which would be seen on the SERSU device, as
these algorithms were developed independently using python to ensure an unbiased comparison. These results can then be seen as a relative difference in speed providing an idea of the
fastest algorithm in the majority of cases when each are developed for the same purpose.

4.2

Classification

Testing on the classification accuracy of each encryption algorithm and mode of operation
can be divided into two cases:
1. The effect of differing rounds of encryption on accuracy.
2. The difference in accuracy between each encryption algorithm using each mode of
operation.
Testing the effect of utilizing different rounds can be performed using the most extreme
cases, a single round of encryption and the recommended rounds of encryption. This will
prove if a change in the number of rounds of encryption play a part in the accuracy of the
CNN. The results presented first will be a comparison of the classification accuracy using a
CNN on images encrypted using all algorithms using the recommended number of rounds
for encryption. Following will be a comparison of the classification accuracy using a CNN on
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images encrypted using a single round of encryption for each algorithm. These comparisons
will determine if the number of encryption rounds affects the classification accuracy of the
CNN.

4.2.1

Encryption algorithm vs Accuracy

Table 4.2 presents the results of training the CNN on each variation of encryption algorithm
using the recommended number of rounds for encryption. These accuracy values were obtain
in the validation step after training the CNN using images encrypted with the algorithms
and modes of operation in the left two columns.
Algorithm

Mode

Accuracy

No encryption

N/A

92.8%

AES

ECB

84.6%

AES

CBC

36.5%

AES

ECBC

34.2%

AES

OFB

86.8%

Twofish

ECB

45.7%

Twofish

CBC

34.5%

Twofish

ECBC

33.8%

Twofish

OFB

85.3%

Serpent

ECB

40.8%

Serpent

CBC

36.9%

Serpent

ECBC

33.6%

Serpent

OFB

84.6%

ChaosNet

N/A

32.6%

Table 4.2: Results of CNN training after maximum rounds of encryption.
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The accuracy for the encryption algorithms using the OFB mode of operation show the
closest accuracy to the non-encrypted classification at 86.8% for AES, 84.6% for Serpent,
and 85.3% for Twofish. This is due the lack of information entropy on the encrypted image,
as OFB only performs an XOR operation on the input image as outlined in Subsection 2.4.3.
Several of the combinations of encryption algorithms show an accuracy of around 37%, which
is essentially random guessing for the CNN.
Both Serpent and Twofish ranked higher in the AES competition against Rijndael due
to their complex layers such as, Twofishs permutations, and Serpents linear mixing stage.
Due to the increased complexity, Twofish and Serpent are noticeably slower than AES. This
complexity creates more information entropy making them great for encrypting images, but
they do not leave enough information for the CNN to utilize in classification. Because of
this, even when using the ECB mode of operation Twofish and Serpent do not have a high
accuracy. AES can also obtain this level of information entropy when using the CBC and
ECBC modes of operation. ChaosNet was designed to create a large degree of information
entropy in images resulting in a low accuracy.
The complete results of training and validation accuracy can be seen for the AES algorithm using ECB and OFB modes of operation, as well as the non-encrypted images in
Figure 4.1. The difference between training loss and validation loss as well as the spikes in
validation accuracy are most likely due to the disparity between the number of images in
each category and general lack of images. Usually, the overfitting shown in Figure 4.1 can
be solved by adding more images, however, image entropy also plays a role as it prevented
the encrypted images from reaching the same accuracy as the non-encrypted data set.
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(a) Decrypted image accuracy over training pe-

(b) Images encrypted with AES using the ECB

riod.

mode of operation accuracy over training period.

(c) Images encrypted with AES using the OFB
mode of operation accuracy over training period.

Figure 4.1: Successfully trained examples of CNN accuracy over training period. Blue line
for training accuracy green line for validation accuracy.

Figure 4.2 presents the results for the un-successful training of the CNN algorithm using
the images encrypted with, the Twofish algorithm performed with the ECB mode of operation, and the ChaosNet algorithm. The Twofish algorithm appears to have a slow increase in
accuracy when examining the training accuracy, however, the validation accuracy plateaus
earlier in the process which prevents the overall effectiveness of the CNN. The ChaosNet
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algorithm does not show any progress throughout training and can be considered completely
random in terms of accuracy.

(a) Images encrypted with Twofish using the

(b) Images encrypted with ChaosNet accuracy

ECB mode of operation accuracy over training

over training period.

period.

Figure 4.2: Un-successfully trained examples of CNN accuracy over training period. Blue
line for training accuracy green line for validation accuracy.

4.2.2

Rounds of partial decryption vs Accuracy

Table 4.3 details the results of training the CNN on each variation of encryption algorithm
using a single round of encryption.
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Algorithm

Mode

Accuracy

No encryption

N/A

92.8%

AES

ECB

84.4%

AES

CBC

37.3%

AES

ECBC

34.6%

AES

OFB

85.2%

Twofish

ECB

44.6%

Twofish

CBC

34.4%

Twofish

ECBC

33.8%

Twofish

OFB

86.3%

Serpent

ECB

37.8%

Serpent

CBC

37.9%

Serpent

ECBC

33.9%

Serpent

OFB

82.4%

ChaosNet

N/A

32.6%

Table 4.3: Results of CNN training after one round of encryption.

The results show there is no significant difference between the two cases. The reasoning
for this is not related to how each encryption algorithm increases entropy over rounds of
encryption, but how the CNN classifies images. CNN’s need distinguishing features to differentiate the images within each category so that they can correctly identify these features
in new images and therefore assign them a category. Because of this, as soon as a single
round of encryption occurs the features which the CNN can utilize are changed. Even images
using the same encryption algorithm cannot be classified using the same CNN if they have
been encrypted using a differing number of rounds.
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4.3

CNN Analysis

Tables 4.2 and 4.3 differentiate two sub sections of encryption algorithms, those compatible
with CNN classification and those which are not. As CNN classification relies on the many
hidden layers used in each classifier, by visualizing how the layers analyze a picture a better
understanding of the process of classification can be made.
The two vehicles in Figure 4.3 a randomly selected car and pickup truck from the images
used in testing of each CNN. All images in this section utilizing an encrypted car or truck
are the encrypted versions of these images.

(a) car.

(b) pickup.

Figure 4.3: Original car and pickup truck images.

The car and pickup are generic models with dark colours and no distinguishing features.
Their histograms shown in Figure 4.4 display some similarities in colour profiles with enough
differences where one can tell that they are distinct from each other.
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(a) car histogram.

(b) pickup histogram.

Figure 4.4: Histograms of original car and pickup truck images.
These differences are further exemplified when examining the average histogram for all
cars an pickups illustrated in Figure 4.5.

(a) average car histogram.

(b) average pickup histogram.

Figure 4.5: Average histograms of original car and pickup truck images.
It can be determined visually how the original image CNN differentiates between a car
and pickup using Figures 4.6 – 4.21. These figures display the manipulations performed of
the original input image of a car in Figures 4.6 – 4.13 and pickup in Figures 4.14 – 4.13 as
they are being classified. The viridis colouring scheme was used to help visualize the process
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in a clearer fashion than using an RGB colouring scheme. As the flattened layers convert
the images into one dimension, they have not been displayed. What is shown are the twenty
filters over eight layers of the CNN after each layer has processed each image.
In Figures 4.6 – 4.13, the CNN focuses on the right side of the vehicle. Humans can also
use the right side of a vehicle to classify a car, as a van is smaller than a car, pickups have a
unique cargo hold and semi-trucks are much larger than all of the other road vehicles. This
concept can also be seen in Figures 4.14 – 4.21, which focus on the connection between the
cargo area and cabin of the pickup.
Some of the remaining images in Figures 4.6 – 4.21 might not appear to be obviously
related to identifying vehicle types. However, unlike a human a CNN can determine the
unique aspects of the average car or pickup and use these to assist in identification. Because
of this, it is possible for a CNN to classify encrypted images as long as it has enough unique
features to work with. Features which have been removed through the training process
can be seen in the completely purple images throughout each figure. This helps speed up
the classification process as using a kernal with a weight of zero allows it to be treated
as a constant reducing the number of operations for the convolution calculation. Only a
few kernals will have this as there should be a reasonable number of remaining features to
determine the category of the input image.

Figure 4.6: Two dimensional visualization of first layer of the original car CNN.
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Figure 4.7: Two dimensional visualization of second layer of the original car CNN.

Figure 4.8: Two dimensional visualization of third layer of the original car CNN.

Figure 4.9: Two dimensional visualization of fourth layer of the original car CNN.

Figure 4.10: Two dimensional visualization of fifth layer of the original car CNN.

Figure 4.11: Two dimensional visualization of sixth layer of the original car CNN.

Figure 4.12: Two dimensional visualization of seventh layer of the original car CNN.
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Figure 4.13: Two dimensional visualization of eighth layer of the original car CNN.

Figure 4.14: Two dimensional visualization of first layer of the original pickup CNN.

Figure 4.15: Two dimensional visualization of second layer of the original pickup CNN.

Figure 4.16: Two dimensional visualization of third layer of the original pickup CNN.

Figure 4.17: Two dimensional visualization of fourth layer of the original pickup CNN.

Figure 4.18: Two dimensional visualization of fifth layer of the original pickup CNN.
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Figure 4.19: Two dimensional visualization of sixth layer of the original pickup CNN.

Figure 4.20: Two dimensional visualization of seventh layer of the original pickup CNN.

Figure 4.21: Two dimensional visualization of eighth layer of the original pickup CNN.

4.3.1

Un-successful Encryption Algorithms

Out of the thirteen encryption algorithm combinations tested within this thesis, nine of
these achieved a less than 50% accuracy for classification. Some accuracies below 40% can
be considered random, with reasoning for this being the uneven distribution of images in each
category allowing for the algorithm to overfit to a specific category. Two of these algorithms
which show the highest accuracy and lowest accuracy are the Twofish algorithm using the
ECB mode of operation and the ChaosNet algorithm. Although the Serpent algorithm
using the CBC mode of operation shared the same accuracy as the ChaosNet algorithm, on
average the Serpent algorithm obtained a higher average accuracy using other failing modes
of operation.
Beginning with the Twofish algorithm, as can be expected the car and pickup encrypted
histograms seen in Figures 4.22 and 4.23 show little correlation to the original vehicle images
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and histograms in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. Although there seem to be some differences in each
image, these can be observed throughout any other car or pickup encrypted image.

(a) Car encrypted with Twofish using ECB.

(b) Pickup encrypted with Twofish using ECB.

Figure 4.22: Car and pickup truck images encrypted with Twofish using ECB.

(a) Twofish ECB encrypted car histogram.

(b) Twofish ECB encrypted pickup histogram.

Figure 4.23: Histograms of Twofish ECB encrypted car and pickup truck images.

Observing the average histogram of encrypted cars and encrypted pickups seen in Figure
4.24, the values essentially even out without displaying any concrete patterns. This is in
contrast to Figure 4.5, which shows a pattern in the vehicle images.
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(a) Average Twofish ECB encrypted car histogram.

(b) Average Twofish ECB encrypted pickup histogram.

Figure 4.24: Histograms of average Twofish ECB encrypted car and pickup truck images.

As for the visualization of the CNN layers during the identification process, Figures 4.25
– 4.32 display the eight two dimensional layers and twenty filters of an encrypted car. The
Twofish ECB CNN contains less images in the final layers with distinguishable features than
the original image CNN, where there are two for the Twofish ECB CNN and four in the
original image CNN. Even the less predominant features show less information in the Twofish
ECB CNN compared to the original image CNN. Both of these factors show that there is
too little information available to classify an image encrypted with the Twofish algorithm
using the ECB mode of operation. Many features have been removed during training leaving
several images purple. Half of the features in the final layers of encryption have been rendered
unusable through training making accurate classification impossible.
The car in Figures 4.25 – 4.32 was classified as containing nothing in the image. As there
was seemingly no features to work with, this incorrect identification makes sense in context.
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Figure 4.25: Two dimensional visualization of first layer of the Twofish ECB car CNN.

Figure 4.26: Two dimensional visualization of second layer of the Twofish ECB car CNN.

Figure 4.27: Two dimensional visualization of third layer of the Twofish ECB car CNN.

Figure 4.28: Two dimensional visualization of fourth layer of the Twofish ECB car CNN.

Figure 4.29: Two dimensional visualization of fifth layer of the Twofish ECB car CNN.

Figure 4.30: Two dimensional visualization of sixth layer of the Twofish ECB car CNN.
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Figure 4.31: Two dimensional visualization of seventh layer of the Twofish ECB car CNN.

Figure 4.32: Two dimensional visualization of eighth layer of the Twofish ECB car CNN.

Unlike the car classification, the pickup classification seen in Figures 4.33 – 4.40 attempted
to identify a feature which in itself was not unique. Layers three, four and five show the CNN
isolating a smudge shape in an attempt to determine the unique features of an encrypted
pickup. This did not end in fruition as the class of vehicle determined by the system was
a van. The internal logic which lead to this decision is not readily visible without more
visualizations of each vehicle class. The average histograms seen in Figure 4.24 show no
obvious colourations to utilize as unique features, which forces the CNN to latch onto any
random visual anomaly during training. Although, as the Twofish algorithm using the ECB
mode of operation is the most accurate of the failing algorithms, these anomalous features
were at least present in some of the correctly classified images.

Figure 4.33: Two dimensional visualization of first layer of the Twofish ECB pickup CNN.
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Figure 4.34: Two dimensional visualization of second layer of the Twofish ECB pickup CNN.

Figure 4.35: Two dimensional visualization of third layer of the Twofish ECB pickup CNN.

Figure 4.36: Two dimensional visualization of fourth layer of the Twofish ECB pickup CNN.

Figure 4.37: Two dimensional visualization of fifth layer of the Twofish ECB pickup CNN.

Figure 4.38: Two dimensional visualization of sixth layer of the Twofish ECB pickup CNN.
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Figure 4.39: Two dimensional visualization of seventh layer of the Twofish ECB pickup
CNN.

Figure 4.40: Two dimensional visualization of eighth layer of the Twofish ECB pickup CNN.

Compared to the other unsuccessful encryption algorithms, the ChaosNet algorithm produced encrypted images which the CNN found the most difficult to classify. Because of this,
the CNN classifying the ChaosNet encrypted images achieved the lowest classification accuracy. As with the Twofish algorithm, Figures 4.41 and 4.42 show that there is no apparent
difference between each image.

(a) Car encrypted with ChaosNet.

(b) Pickup encrypted with ChaosNet.

Figure 4.41: Car and pickup truck images encrypted with ChaosNet.
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(a) ChaosNet encrypted car histogram.

(b) ChaosNet encrypted pickup histogram.

Figure 4.42: Histograms of ChaosNet encrypted car and pickup truck images.

Furthering the similarities are the average histograms in Figure 4.43. Using the same scaling as in Figure 4.24, the distribution of colours for the average histograms of the ChaosNet
encrypted images can be seen containing even less information than the average histograms
of the Twofish encrypted images.

(a) Average ChaosNet encrypted car histogram.

(b) Average ChaosNet encrypted pickup histogram.

Figure 4.43: Histograms of average ChaosNet encrypted car and pickup truck images.

Without any differences in the average encrypted car or pickup, it is understandable that
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the ChaosNet CNN would achieve the lowest classification accuracy. Little difference can be
seen in the Figures 4.44 – 4.51 and 4.52 – 4.59 as each feature appears to be incredibly similar
and the number and placement of removed features is almost identical. Understandably, both
of the images were classified as a van which was most likely the class of vehicle which appeared
the most during the final stages of training. The accuracy of 32.9% is also the percent of
vehicle images classified as vans, meaning this accuracy was obtained by classifying every
vehicle as a van. Because the final three layers of the car CNN in Figures 4.49 – 4.51 and
the final three layers of the pickup CNN in Figures 4.57 – 4.59 show no features to use for
classification, only one answer can be determined for any image. This situation happened
to be identical to the CNN trained with the Serpent algorithms using the CBC mode of
operation. Most likely, the keras software used to randomly select images for training favored
the final category when selecting images for the final stages of training.

Figure 4.44: Two dimensional visualization of first layer of the ChaosNet car CNN.

Figure 4.45: Two dimensional visualization of second layer of the ChaosNet car CNN.

Figure 4.46: Two dimensional visualization of third layer of the ChaosNet car CNN.
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Figure 4.47: Two dimensional visualization of fourth layer of the ChaosNet car CNN.

Figure 4.48: Two dimensional visualization of fifth layer of the ChaosNet car CNN.

Figure 4.49: Two dimensional visualization of sixth layer of the ChaosNet car CNN.

Figure 4.50: Two dimensional visualization of seventh layer of the ChaosNet car CNN.

Figure 4.51: Two dimensional visualization of eighth layer of the ChaosNet car CNN.

Figure 4.52: Two dimensional visualization of first layer of the ChaosNet pickup CNN.
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Figure 4.53: Two dimensional visualization of second layer of the ChaosNet pickup CNN.

Figure 4.54: Two dimensional visualization of third layer of the ChaosNet pickup CNN.

Figure 4.55: Two dimensional visualization of fourth layer of the ChaosNet pickup CNN.

Figure 4.56: Two dimensional visualization of fifth layer of the ChaosNet pickup CNN.

Figure 4.57: Two dimensional visualization of sixth layer of the ChaosNet pickup CNN.

Figure 4.58: Two dimensional visualization of seventh layer of the ChaosNet pickup CNN.
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Figure 4.59: Two dimensional visualization of eighth layer of the ChaosNet pickup CNN.

4.3.2

Successful Encryption Algorithms

A minority of the encryption algorithms explored in this thesis were capable of obtaining a
classification accuracy above 50%. Only the AES encryption algorithm is successful using
the ECB mode of operation, however every algorithm capable of using the OFB mode of
operation can be considered successful. To further understand why AES using the ECB
mode of operation can be considered successful, the visualization will be compared with the
Twofish algorithm using the same ECB mode of operation. As well, the AES algorithm using
the OFB mode of operation will be compared to AES using the ECB mode of operation to
see any differences in how their accuracy was obtained.
Beginning the comparisons, the encrypted images generated using the AES algorithm
with the ECB mode of operation seen in Figure 4.61 are considerably different compared
to the encrypted images of both the Twofish ECB algorithm and the ChaosNet algorithms
seen in Figures 4.23 and 4.42. Where the unsuccessful algorithms display a chaotic looking
arrangement of pixels, the AES ECB encrypted images show a unique pattern which hides
the original images.
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(a) Car encrypted with AES using ECB.

(b) Pickup encrypted with AES using ECB.

Figure 4.60: Car and pickup truck images encrypted with AES using ECB.
These patterns are not only visually apparent, but can be seen represented in the histogram of each image seen in Figure 4.61. There is a noticeable dip in the middle of each
image in different areas showing a major difference between each image.

(a) AES ECB encrypted car histogram.

(b) AES ECB encrypted pickup histogram.

Figure 4.61: Histograms of AES ECB encrypted car and pickup truck images.
Looking at the average histogram of the car and pickup category, these differences become
even more distinct as shown in Figure 4.62. The dips and slight rises seen in the pickup
image shown in Figure 4.61 can be seen as the trend on the average encrypted pickup image.
This allows for the AES ECB CNN to utilize these differences for training. However, this
shows one of the reasons why it is not recommended to use the ECB mode of operation. As
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subsection 2.4.1 outlines, the ECB mode of operation is not recommended for official use
and therefore is not an acceptable mode of operation for this system.

(a) Average AES ECB encrypted car histogram.

(b) Average AES ECB encrypted pickup histogram.

Figure 4.62: Histograms of average AES ECB encrypted car and pickup truck images.

Although the AES ECB algorithm is verifiably unreliable from a security standpoint,
it does show what is needed to classify encrypted images. The patterns from Figure 4.60
have some variation between encrypted car and pickup images, as both visualizations of the
car and pickup AES ECB CNN processes in Figures 4.63 – 4.78 display slight variations of
similar patterns. Each image contains identical locations for the locations of the removed
features and the features shown are nearly duplicates, but upon closer inspection they can
be seen as different. Because of these minor differences, the AES ECB CNN was able to
correctly identify both images.

Figure 4.63: Two dimensional visualization of first layer of the AES ECB car CNN.
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Figure 4.64: Two dimensional visualization of second layer of the AES ECB car CNN.

Figure 4.65: Two dimensional visualization of third layer of the AES ECB car CNN.

Figure 4.66: Two dimensional visualization of fourth layer of the AES ECB car CNN.

Figure 4.67: Two dimensional visualization of fifth layer of the AES ECB car CNN.

Figure 4.68: Two dimensional visualization of sixth layer of the AES ECB car CNN.

Figure 4.69: Two dimensional visualization of seventh layer of the AES ECB car CNN.
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Figure 4.70: Two dimensional visualization of eighth layer of the AES ECB car CNN.

Figure 4.71: Two dimensional visualization of first layer of the AES ECB pickup CNN.

Figure 4.72: Two dimensional visualization of second layer of the AES ECB pickup CNN.

Figure 4.73: Two dimensional visualization of third layer of the AES ECB pickup CNN.

Figure 4.74: Two dimensional visualization of fourth layer of the AES ECB pickup CNN.

Figure 4.75: Two dimensional visualization of fifth layer of the AES ECB pickup CNN.
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Figure 4.76: Two dimensional visualization of sixth layer of the AES ECB pickup CNN.

Figure 4.77: Two dimensional visualization of seventh layer of the AES ECB pickup CNN.

Figure 4.78: Two dimensional visualization of eighth layer of the AES ECB pickup CNN.

Like the images encrypted with AES using the ECB mode of operation, those encrypted
using AES and the OFB mode of operation also show a pattern through the image as can be
seen in Figure 4.79. The pattern appears to have a more complex design and still continues
to hide the information within.

(a) Car encrypted with AES using OFB.

(b) Pickup encrypted with AES using OFB.

Figure 4.79: Car and pickup truck images encrypted with AES using OFB.
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The histograms for the AES OFB images seen in Figure 4.80 show a less prevalent
difference between each image, unlike the AES ECB histograms in Figure 4.61. However, it
does not blur the differences as well as the histograms for the Twofish ECB images seen in
Figure 4.23.

(a) AES OFB encrypted car histogram.

(b) AES OFB encrypted pickup histogram.

Figure 4.80: Histograms of AES OFB encrypted car and pickup truck images.

Figure 4.81 shows this relationship as well. It is not as obvious as the AES ECB average
histograms in Figure 4.62 and not as blurring as the average histograms for the Twofish
ECB encrypted images in Figure 4.24. Even though the OFB encryption algorithm is more
widely accepted than the ECB algorithm, this shows evidence that when using the same key
for encryption, information can still be made available enforcing the need for a two stage
encryption approach outlined in Section 3.2.
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(a) Average AES OFB encrypted car histogram.

(b) Average AES OFB encrypted pickup histogram.

Figure 4.81: Histograms of average AES OFB encrypted car and pickup truck images.

As with the AES ECB CNN in Figures 4.63 – 4.78, the visualizations of the AES OFB
CNN process in Figures 4.82 – 4.97 appear to be similar, however differ in the fine details.
A noticeable difference is that the AES OFB CNN appears to eliminate the majority of
the final images in the last three layers. When looking at the process of using the OFB
mode of operation outlined in Subsection 2.4.3, the original image is only XORed with the
encrypting information after the encrypting information is generated. In Figures 4.82 – 4.97,
the majority of the encrypted information is removed leaving anything which can be used as
features for the classification. Just like the AES ECB CNN, the AES OFB CNN was able
to successfully identify both the car and pickup.

Figure 4.82: Two dimensional visualization of first layer of the AES OFB car CNN.
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Figure 4.83: Two dimensional visualization of second layer of the AES OFB car CNN.

Figure 4.84: Two dimensional visualization of third layer of the AES OFB car CNN.

Figure 4.85: Two dimensional visualization of fourth layer of the AES OFB car CNN.

Figure 4.86: Two dimensional visualization of fifth layer of the AES OFB car CNN.

Figure 4.87: Two dimensional visualization of sixth layer of the AES OFB car CNN.

Figure 4.88: Two dimensional visualization of seventh layer of the AES OFB car CNN.
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Figure 4.89: Two dimensional visualization of eighth layer of the AES OFB car CNN.

Figure 4.90: Two dimensional visualization of first layer of the AES OFB pickup CNN.

Figure 4.91: Two dimensional visualization of second layer of the AES OFB pickup CNN.

Figure 4.92: Two dimensional visualization of third layer of the AES OFB pickup CNN.

Figure 4.93: Two dimensional visualization of fourth layer of the AES OFB pickup CNN.

Figure 4.94: Two dimensional visualization of fifth layer of the AES OFB pickup CNN.
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Figure 4.95: Two dimensional visualization of sixth layer of the AES OFB pickup CNN.

Figure 4.96: Two dimensional visualization of seventh layer of the AES OFB pickup CNN.

Figure 4.97: Two dimensional visualization of eighth layer of the AES OFB pickup CNN.

4.4

Potential attacks of the system

Although the system presented in this thesis will use tested encryption algorithms with
proven modes of operation, Section 4.3 shows that information can still be uncovered due to
the usage of a single key and the large amount of information required for CNN classification. Unfortunately, for the CNN to obtain any reasonable form of accuracy the encryption
algorithm used must betray at least some information over a large collection of data as can
be seen with the analysis of the AES OFB CNN in Sub Section 4.3.2. Using the two stage
encryption method proposed in Section 3.2 will prevent the average attacker from obtaining
any information. However, it is important to understand how the attacker will approach this
obstacle and why.
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One of the most important aspects of security is identifying what the attacker is attempting to get. For the ITS described in this thesis, there are three pieces of information
an attacker could desire, license plate numbers, the actions of people in vehicles, and the
statistics of vehicles on the road.
The main forms of information stealing attacks which can be performed on this system
are those which obtain the information in transit and those which obtain the information
directly from storage. These will most likely come from MiM and social engineering type
attacks.

4.4.1

Man in the Middle attacks on ITS

On an ITS, the main points of attack would be the information collection devices. Due to the
high vantage point needed for the SERSU to function correctly, any attempts to physically
obtain information from the device would be too conspicuous to perform. A non-authorized
persons attempting to reach the top of an electricity pole has can be detected and apprehended by authorities. Signals being transmitted from the SERSU can be intercepted from
a reasonable distance away, making them a much easier target for an attack. This is why the
proposed method encrypts the information before being transmitted from each device. The
attacker will still obtain a large amount of data if they are not caught obtaining information,
however, due to the two stage encryption method unless they obtain the universal key they
would not be able to brute force the data within a reasonable period of time. This method
assumes the key exchange protocol for transmitting the unique key cannot be broken, which
will be reliant on the quality of the wireless cellular modem used within the SERSU.
Unfortunately, within the security industry all possibilities should be examined. If the
wireless cellular modem is incapable of securely transmitting the unique keys of each image
a new approach must be utilized. Fortunately, the unique keys are already generated using
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pseudo-random methods. Because of this, the unique keys can be independently generated
from the encryption process in the SERSU, allowing for the system to never need to transmit the unique key from the SERSU. The caveats of this approach are that these unique
keys will still need to be transmitted to the independent Cloud Computing Network in a
secure manner. As well, this will leave the unique keys vulnerable to social engineering attacks as personnel must be privy to the pseudo-random key generating methods to ensure
synchronization between the SERSU and MCU.

4.4.2

Social Engineering attacks on ITS

Social engineering attacks involve utilizing an organization’s personnel’s lack of security experience to infiltrate an organization and obtain information. This risk increases when sending
sensitive information to outsourced cloud computing networks as these companies manage
their own security training and policies. How this system protects the information being
delivered is by not providing the outsourced companies with the method of decryption. This
can be done by ensuring the unique key can only be used immediately before classification,
where the decrypted and classified image and unique key are destroyed after classification is
complete.
For internal security issues, the database storing the images which are needed for training
must be kept secure where only the most trusted personnel have access. If the personnel
cannot be trusted, direct access can be prevented. By making the server room inaccessible
physically without correct supervision, large scale security breaches can be prevented. To
allow for easy information access, an external terminal can be created which would only
allow the input of new training images and the output of a fully trained CNN.
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4.5

Summary

This chapter provides the results for the tests performed on the proposed Cloud Based ITS
vehicle classification system. Although the accuracy of the encrypted vehicle classification
algorithms are less than the non-encrypted vehicle classification algorithm, they still are
promising. As well, because there is no difference in classification accuracy when encrypting
using any number of rounds, the system can be made much more efficient by only decrypting
the second stage. Finally, this system is capable of using more trustworthy image encryption
practices by utilizing the OFB mode of operation compared to the ECB mode of operation.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion And Further Work
5.1

Conclusion

In this thesis, a CNN based algorithm was presented for classifying encrypted images by only
partially decrypting them in order to hide the private information of the data being classified.
We analyze the performance of the proposed algorithms using images collected by a traffic
monitoring ITS. The results show that the classification of road vehicles is possible using
the partially encrypted data set, as the patterns created when an image is encrypted can be
differentiated just like the patterns for non-encrypted images. We obtained a classification
accuracy of 86.8% using less than 6,250 images with the AES algorithm using the OFB
mode of operation. It was also proven that any encryption algorithm using the OFB mode
of operation will obtain roughly the same accuracy, allowing for the usage of new systems
which can utilize the OFB mode of operation. With the analysis performed on how encrypted
images can be classified, new algorithms for encryption can be tested which allow for new
features to be generated while hiding the private information of the image.
For the first stage of this technique it is recommended that AES is used, due to its
high speed compared to the other encryption algorithms, with the OFB mode of operation
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to provide the highest accuracy while maintaining more security than the ECB mode of
operation. Using the OFB mode of operation will also be beneficial for the SERSU units,
as the IV and key which need to be the same in the first stage the OFB output can be
created prior to image collection. This will allow the SERSU unit to perform the first stage
of encryption for every image with a single XOR operation increasing encryption speed. The
second stage should use a different encryption algorithm to increase security. By using AES
with CBC for the second stage, the speed of the algorithm can be preserved while providing
enough information entropy to prevent attackers from using conventional attacks on the
system. If it is found that more information entropy is needed, using AES in ECBC mode
of operation, Twofish in ECBC mode of operation, or ChaosNet will provide even more
information entropy without creating a large time cost. For partial decryption, only the
second stage of decryption needs to occur as partially decrypting the first stage of encryption
before classification offers no benefit. Because of this, the back end of the system will only
need to perform a single round of decryption increasing the systems efficiency.

5.2

Future Work

The future of this system will largely depend on increasing the accuracy of classification of the
system and exploring the effects of information manipulation on the system. An information
manipulation problem which would be interesting to explore is bit changes. When the image
is transmitted, generally a single bit being changed once it reaches its destination is not a
problem. This system uses two stage encryption, where a single bit change occurring before
decrypting the second stage can drastically effect the pattern created by the first stage of
encryption. A security concern to be explored is the prevention of attackers from gaining
access to the SERSU.
As for encryption techniques, modern encryption techniques which strive for a homomor83

phic nature are being researched which could greatly benefit the encryption of this system.
Other modern encryption systems which use Affine ciphers might help increase the accuracy
greater than the OFB mode of operation. As well, new methods of classification like the
multilayer extreme learning machine method studied in [49] might be able to achieve greater
accuracy than using a CNN on more secure encryption algorithms. Providing a classification
algorithm which can utilize the chaotic patterns found in encrypted images would benefit
this field of study. Researchers should continue to improve encrypted data classification to
create a more secure future for ITS.
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